
About Griffin Animation Studios

Griffin Animation Studios was born from our sister company Griffin Animation Academy.
Founders of both the academy and studio wanted to create a post-production studio that meets
Griffin Animation Academy’s high-quality animation standards- thus the studio was born!

We are a group that is growing and rapidly expanding our teams. We are nimble, creative,
technical and have a unique way of doing things. We aren’t set up like a typical studio either -
we put our people first and work in teams led by a Creative Supervisor whose role is to pass
their expertise, time, knowledge and skill throughout their team, to not only produce epic shots
but to help animators push through professional challenges so they can grow.

We are all about ‘levelling up’. We ask why and look for ways to do it differently, ways to do it
better, so we can be that ‘studio with the best animators in the world.’

If you’re ready to work in a professional environment where you learn more, level up and
become a master, keep reading.

The Role
Mid Level Animator

You love what you do - you love to animate and learn. You geek out over new opportunities that
allow you to grow in your career and are excited at the thought of working towards a leadership
role while producing the best quality animations of your life (we’re serious).

This is an exciting opportunity for Mid Level animators who are highly adept at their craft and
can take creative and technical direction and excel at these. Your team will boast an impressive



lineup of the world’s best talent including excellent juniors, other talented Mid-Levels and an
Apprentice Supervisor and Creative Supervisor.

If you’re ready to propel high-quality animations and become a master at your craft, we’d love to
hear from you.

You
● A positive attitude - ready to challenge yourself as an animator and leader - each of our

roles has the opportunity to Level up and grows into leadership roles
● Are excited to contribute to your team's growth and the quality of the project
● Have 5+ years of 3D animation experience
● Have worked on high-end films and/or games
● Are fluent in Maya
● Have Experience Animating in various styles (creatures, realistic humans, motion

capture, vehicles, complex characters objects, cameras, etc.) as required by projects
● Have used Perforce, Shotgrid, Syncsketch and other industry common tools
● Proactive, with the ability to act on a creative vision and ready to learn from the leaders

on your team
● Possess excellent artistic skillset with a full understanding of animation and composition

and can confidently relay technical to creative and vice versa
● A high degree of technical skill and artistic judgement
● A desire to work in both high-end games and film
● Unreal experience is an asset but not required
● Games experience an asset but not required
● Must be willing to take a Griffin Animation Academy course (paid for by the company)

What we Offer

● A competitive salary that commensurates with experience
● Full-time employment
● Extended Health and Dental
● 2 Weeks Paid Vacation, increasing a week per year
● 1 Week Paid off at Christmas - Company-Wide Time Off
● Paid Sick Time
● Paid training time



Location

Remote Teams:  MUST BE LOCATED IN CANADA and legally authorized to work in Canada.

This is a fully remote position with our head offices located in Northern, BC and Langley, BC.

** Must have a reliable internet connection

Hiring: 40 Mid Level Animators  in 2022

Starting April/ May 2022 with additional start dates throughout 2022

Please forward your CV, Showreel and Expression of interest to:
info@griffinanimationacademy.com with the Subject Line: Mid Level Animator

Griffin Animation Studios are committed to building a diverse and exciting working environment for
all our teams. We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will
receive consideration for employment without regard to race, colour, religion, gender, gender
identity, medical status or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age,
or veteran status. Griffin Animation Studios is also committed to compliance with all fair employment
practices regarding citizenship and immigration status.
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